
PEX

GOAL DIGGERS
DREAM BIGGER



Our workspaces are an extension of our 

being. It showcases our persona and 

exuberates authority and class. Needless to 

say, all those personalities that are at the 

apex of their firm deserve nothing less than 

ergonomic brilliance. Let your furniture do the 

talking. Step into your work space and feel 

the aura created by an office setting that is 

futuristic, inspiring and fierce.

PEX



You're not one to stick to the norm, the usual 

is not your taste. You don't believe office 

furniture has to be plain and boring, and 

you're after both comfort and aesthetics. 

Your workplace can set the mood and tone of 

your day. It should reflect your dynamic 

personality and aim to inspire. At the apex of 

your game? You've found your match in this 

stylish and sturdy pre laminated particle 

board desk. 

The key to creating a workspace that has a 

positive impact on your mind is choosing 

furniture that is compact, made thoughtfully, 

and showcases a sophisticated design. 

Tables that can be characterised by high 

quality of finish, cabinets with significant 

storage, and pieces which make anyone sit 

up and take notes. That's what you're looking 

for.  
Table top with reverse 
chamfering

Leatherette option for laptop SS handle
MAGNUM

OPTIMUM



Black glass door for back
storage unit 

SS handleLeatherette option for laptop

When you're grinding hard, you want to do it in 

a space that's both comfortable yet 

stimulating. For most of us who dream big, 

we spend most of our day at our workplace, 

so it's imperative to have one that promotes 

clarity of thought, and is set-up in a way 

that's aspirational. Our designs consist of 

the highest quality of veneers, clear lines and 

unusual proportions to enable both style and 

freedom of movement. ZENITH



Dark wood grain SS handleLeatherette option for laptop

When you don't need to say you're someone 

important and people just know, it's probably 

because your cabin says it all. Furniture 

defines aesthetics, and decides whether a 

particular room means serious business. Our 

furniture is sharp, sophisticated and modish. 

It's a power move!

If you're someone who prefers a sleek office 

with a unique table and other space saving 

furniture, our minimalistic products can turn 

your vision into a reality. Designed to specific 

needs, we convert your workplace into a 

haven of sorts, where you have ease of 

movement, and flair of thought. ZEAL

CHARISMA



Dual colour laminate Storages with defined professional
and personal spaces 

 Flat edge top

If the leader in you wants a contemporary 

work space where the furniture is designed 

to go with your reputation of an achiever, we 

can create the ideal set-up that would 

radiate the perfect blend of comfort and 

elegance.

Furniture defines the identity of a room and 

we make sure to craft modular products that 

are stylish and contemporary. Our 

minimalistic styles would do you justice, 

giving you enough room for both you and your 

big dreams. Ensure to choose those that are 

hardy, stylish and empower you to reach your 

maximum potential.

CREST

FORCE



Wooden flapper Undercounter storageFlat edge top

The design of your office table is the first 

thing that people will notice when they enter 

your room - give them a statement piece. 

Something they'll remember! Let your 

furniture define your work space. It plays a 

pivotal role as it's an extension of your 

personality and of course your role. Our 

pieces are for those to whom excellence 

comes naturally.

Your office defines you and the furniture you 

select says a lot about your style and 

personality. Our furniture symbolises 

success, grit and determination. It's what 

you stand for, and why people look up to your 

work ethic. 

MAX

ULTRA



Angular gable end Customized back storage unitTable top with reverse chamfering

If your office is your second home, then 

making it pleasing to the eyes and soul is of 

umpteen importance. Redefine your 

workstation by giving it an upgrade with 

state of the art furniture. This lofty office 

table goes hand in hand with the persona of a 

determined individual, who doesn't demand 

respect, but commands it. 

If you believe simplicity is beauty then this 

office table is apt for you. This unique table 

with its slender, smooth top and structured 

framed legs is a beauty indeed! These 

handpicked pieces of furniture are a class 

apart, and come with an unparalleled 

elegance. It's modern design, crafted to 

perfection. PINNACLE

REIGN



Sleek and sophisticated, the Apex range of 

conference tables have Integrated smart 

cable management. Optimum efficiency and 

tech enabled conference settings make 

video meetings and team presentations a 

pleasure. With multi-functional features 

these conference tables are curated to 

promote productive and meaningful 

discussions.

Premium PLPB for scratch 
and wear resistance

Smart wire management 
and access flap

Smooth edge/waterfall edge for enhanced contour
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